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MEMORANDUM

TO: SAC, BUFFALO (100-16691)
FROM: SA BIRL WILSON
SUBJECT: WORKERS WORLD PARTY

BU 248-S furnished the following report:

2 - New York (100-137309) (Info) (RM)
   (1 - 100-, ERNEST WEISSMAN)
15 - Buffalo
   (1 - 100-10837, MILTON NEIDENBERG)
   (1 - 100-10281, ROSEMARY NEIDENBERG)
   (1 - 100-7803, JIM CONNER)
   (1 - 100-11222, ED MERRILL)
   (1 - 100-14168, JEANETTE MERRILL)
   (1 - 100-18023, BOB STERLING)
   (1 - 100-9714, TED BAINES)
   (1 - 100-18499, BILL LEWIS)
   (1 - 100-14763, RITA JOHNSON)
   (1 - 134-1042, ANN STERLING)
   (1 - 100-14325, JIM JOHNSON)
   (1 - 100-11359, ERNEST WEISSMAN)
   (1 - 105-4467, LEE HARVEY OSWALD)
   (1 - 134-25A)

Source: BU 248-S
Conceal: Yes
Reliability: Has furnished reliable information in the past
Material: Oral report reduced to writing
Authenticated: 10/29/64
Date of Report: 10/6/64
Date of Activity: 10/3/64
Date Received: 10/6/64
Agent Receiving: SA BIRL WILSON
Location: 134-25A-726

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HERIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
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